CIS170 - Assignment 3
Due 7/11 by 11 pm

(5 points) 1. Create a dynamic web page that resides remotely within your UOregen account.

(5 points) 2. Put a mad lib with at least 5 blanks on your page.
   You can use a sample from here.

(5 points) 3. Create a pop-up box asking for the proper kind of input for each of your blanks.

(5 points) 4. Store the input of each box to a variable and display it in the proper spot.

(5 points) 5. Stylize your page so that it's at least 200 px from the sides, in dark blue text and in Helvetica font.

1. Letters from Camp

   Dear RELATIVE,
   I am having a(n) ADJECTIVE time at camp. The counselour is ADJECTIVE and the food is ADJECTIVE.
   I met NAME OF PERSON IN ROOM and we became ADJECTIVE friends. Unfortunately, NAME OF PERSON IN ROOM is ADJECTIVE and I VERB ENDING IN "ED" my BODY PART so we couldn`t go VERB ENDING IN "ING" like everybody else. I need more NOUN (PLURAL) and a NOUNsharpenener, so please ADVERB VERB more when you VERB back.
   Your RELATIVE,
   PERSON IN ROOM

2. Personal Ad

   I enjoy long, ADJECTIVE walks on the beach, getting VERB ENDING IN "ED" in the rain and serendipitous encounters with NOUN (PLURAL). I really like piña coladas mixed with LIQUID, and romantic, candle-lit NOUN (PLURAL). I am well-read from Dr. Seuss to FAMOUS PERSON. I travel frequently, especially to PLACE, when I am not busy with work. (I am a OCCUPATION.) I am looking for NOUN and beauty in the form of a NATIONALITY goddess. She should have the physique of FEMALE CELEBRITY and the NOUN of FEMALE FRIEND. I would prefer if she knew how to cook, clean, and wash my NOUN (PLURAL). I know I'm not very attractive in my picture, but it was taken NUMBER days ago, and I have since become more ADJECTIVE.